PhD DOCTORAL STUDIES IN MANAGEMENT

RESEARCH-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION OF MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
LEARN FROM INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED PROFESSORS
OPEN DOORS TO MANY EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS
GUARANTEED 4-YEAR FINANCIAL SUPPORT
SPECTACULAR OTTAWA
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

Canada’s capital city
Quality of life—ranked Top10 in the world, #1 in Canada

Lowest cost of living of 5 major Canadian cities

Ranked #1 Tech hub in Canada 2017

Vibrant entrepreneurial culture

WORLD-CLASS SCHOOL
A GREAT PLACE TO LEARN

Triple Crown accreditation

4500+ current students

80+ full-time professors with award-winning research and teaching

Dozens of university exchange partnerships worldwide

Downtown neighbor of Canada’s House of Parliament

THE TELFER PHD IN MANAGEMENT

YEAR 1 & 2
COURSES (27 UNITS) & COMPREHENSIVE EXAMINATION

YEAR 3
THESIS PROPOSAL
THESIS WORK

YEAR 4
THESIS WORK & THESIS DEFENCE

RESEARCH INVOLVEMENT

5 fields of specialization

- Accounting and Control
- Entrepreneurship
- Finance
- Health Systems
- Organizational Behaviour and Human Resources

Admission requirements

1. Thesis-based Master’s degree relevant to field of specialization
2. Minimum A- (80%) CGPA
3. Satisfactory GMAT or GRE
4. Demonstrated proficiency in English

The Telfer PhD is a full-time on-campus program, with no part-time or distance education option.

APPLICATION DEADLINE is January 15.
LEARN FROM INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED RESEARCH-INTENSIVE PROFESSORS

- Who involve students in impactful, transformative research
- Who are steadily cited in scientific peer-reviewed journals
- Who hold Research Chairs, Professorships, and Fellowships
- Who are awarded international and national funding through competitive processes
- Who exercise leadership through editorial positions in influential scientific journals and as chairs in leading scientific associations

OPEN DOORS TO MANY EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS

- A PhD is the prime requisite for a tenure-track academic career
- But a PhD opens doors to other leadership roles in an increasingly complex and information-driven world:
  - In consulting firms tackling major corporate or government challenges
  - In industry research and analysis companies
  - In policy and decision support in provincial and federal governments
  - As an entrepreneurial consultant focused on personal interests

GUARANTEED 4-YEAR FINANCIAL SUPPORT

- Admission scholarships
- Excellence awards
- Teaching assistantships
- Research assistantships
- Guidance for provincial and federal grant applications
- Combined total funding of $30,000 or more per year, for 4 years

telfer.uOttawa.ca/phd
MEET SOME OF OUR FACULTY

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

PETER JASCKIEWICZ holds the University Chair in Enduring Entrepreneurship, and conducts quantitative and qualitative research on entrepreneurship and family business. His current research focuses on antecedents of transgenerational entrepreneurship and corporate reputation in family and founder firms. Moreover, Peter researches organizational outcomes of entrepreneurial legacies, managerial pay dispersion, and family dynamics in these firms.

HEALTH SYSTEMS

SAMIA CHREIM holds the Ian Telfer Professorship in Health Organization Studies. She combines research expertise in the fields of business management and health care management, with specialization in qualitative research approaches. In both fields, her research focuses on the dynamics of change at different levels, on intraorganizational and interorganizational collaborations, and leadership.

OB/HR

JANE O’REILLY’s research examines informal workplace interactions and relationships. Her main research areas are mistreatment and social sexual behaviours in organizations. Her work on third-party mistreatment is focused on how bystanders can help (and sometimes further harm) the targets of workplace bullying and harassment.

ACCOUNTING

SHUJUN DING, our Telfer Excellence Fellow, teaches both management and financial accounting. His main research interests include judgment and decision-making in accounting contexts, corporate governance, and accounting and finance issues in small business. His recent work has been published in peer-reviewed journals, such as the Journal of Accounting Research, the Journal of Accounting, Auditing and Finance, and the Journal of Business Ethics.

FINANCE

SAMIR SAADI holds a PhD in Finance from Queen’s University. He was a Visiting Scholar at Stern School of Business, New York University and a Visiting Researcher at INSEAD. His current research, funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC), focuses on how social media influences corporate decisions and investors’ behaviour.

Consult our website telfer.uOttawa.ca/phd
Prepare for admission telfer.uOttawa.ca/phd/admission
Contact Us Graduate@telfer.uOttawa.ca

Telfer School of Management University of Ottawa
55 Laurier Avenue East, Ottawa, Ontario K1N 6N5, Canada

CONNECT WITH US

fb.com/telfer.uOttawa
@telfer_UdO (FR) • @telfer_uOttawa (EN)
@telfer_uOttawa
tlfrc.ca/linkedin